
Mary Poppins Video song set 4 Monday 6th July – urgent final deadline! 

ALL cast members are needed for #28 Let’s Go Fly a Kite    

Song Children needed Deadline 

#10 Jolly Holiday BERT (Cerys) , MARY POPPINS (Tilly),  JANE (Emily), 
MICHAEL (Freya), NELEUS (Ruby M), PARK STROLLERS 
(Francesca, Emily C, Alicia, Lilou) 
& STATUES (Emma and Mina) 

Thursday 
night - 

midnight 
9th July. 

 

#13 A Spoonful of Sugar MARY POPPINS (Tilly), HONEYBEES(Ruby G  Annabel  
Clemmy  Isabelle  Evie B), JANE (Emily), MICHAEL (Freya), 
WINIFRED (Eliza) , MRS BRILL (Yasmin), ROBERTSON AY 
(Abe) 

#26 Brimstone and Treacle MISS ANDREW (Billie), JANE (Emily), MICHAEL (Freya) 

#28 Let’s Go Fly a Kite BERT, MARY POPPINS (Tilly),  JANE (Emily), MICHAEL 

(Freya), KITE FLYERS (Alex Lucia, Elena, Poppy,  Zack)  ALL 

#32 Step in Time SWEEPS 1-4 & FRIENDS (Chloe, Evie, Theo, Ruby,  Hugo, 
Ethan, Harper, Molly, Isla))  B BERT (Cerys) , MARY POPPINS 
(Tilly). 

Do what you can. We’ll try to help you in school if you are Y6. Let us know if you have problems. 

It is VITAL that you play the backing music through headphones and keep in time. 

Record on your phone/iPad against a plain background. Upload each video Using the link 

https://driveuploader.com/upload/XoC8uOyOPc/  

Deadline above. 

Practise 

We haven’t rehearsed all these songs, so spend plenty of time learning them before trying to record 

yourself! I’ve given you some lyrics and cues, but please use your scripts!! 

You are all so brilliant – the main thing to remember is to act, using hand gestures and facial 

expressions, exactly as you would do if you were on stage. I will tell you which parts to sing and which 

sections to record in purple! Notes about how to perform are in red! 

 Solo songs 

#10 Jolly 

Holiday 

BERT (Cerys) , 
MARY POPPINS 
(Tilly),  JANE 
(Emily), 
MICHAEL 
(Freya), NELEUS 
(Ruby M), PARK 
STROLLERS 
(Francesca, 

Emily C, Alicia, 
Lilou) 
& STATUES 
(Emma and 
Mina) 

All record from beginning to end. Statues stay frozen into statue position until 
they come to life! Park strollers could walk on the spot and sway in time to the 
music from when Bert singing starts. All ACT surprised when statues come to life!  
Ignore 2 part section at bar 70 – all sing Part 1.  
Park Strollers and Statues join Mary, Bert and children sing from bar 64:  
“Oh, it’s a jolly holiday with Mary, No wonder that it’s Mary that we love!   
 It’s a jolly holiday with Mary, Mary makes your heart so light.  
When the day is grey or ordinary, Mary makes the sun shine bright.  
Oh ‘appiness is bloomin’ all around ‘er.  
The daffodils are smilin’ at the dove.  
When Mary ‘olds  your ‘and you feel so grand,  
your ‘eart starts beatin’ like a big, brass, band.  
Oh, it’s a jolly holiday with Mary,  
No wonder that it’s Mary that we love! 
 No wonder that it’s Mary that we love!” 

  



#13 A 

Spoonful 

of Sugar 

MARY POPPINS, 
HONEYBEES, 
JANE, MICHAEL, 
WINIFRED, MRS 
BRILL, 
ROBERTSON AY 
(RA) 

Mary Poppins, Jane and Michael record from the beginning to the end.  
Robertson Ay also - you seem to be on stage throughout – perhaps you could also 
sweep and find some ‘butler-y tasks to look busy with! 
Jane and Michael - it would be great if you could do the sweeping from bar 13 
through to end of the first chorus. Join in with Mary in bar 45 “(echo) And hence, 
they find (unison) their task is not to grind”, then continue with all. 

Honeybees record from the end of the first chorus 0m45secs  
Honeybees mime fast flapping wings from verse 2, “The honeybees that fetch the 
nectar” etc… flap and turn on the spot! Stop to sing… 
All sing from bar 49: 1m0s 
“For, A Spoonful of sugar helps the medicine go down 
The medicine go down-wown 
medicine go down 
Just a spoonful of sugar helps the medicine go down 
In a most delightful way.” 
Bees start ‘flying’ again straight away as music picks up. Stop by 1m40s. 
1m37s Dialogue: After Mary says, “Right yourselves please, Spit-spot’ 
‘Up we go RA” RA and Mary pretend to fly in formation with bees – Mary stays 
upright– perhaps RA puts arms out like a plane?) Imagine all that you ‘come in 
to land’ before Winnifred and Mrs Brill come in at 1m43 
Mrs Brill and Winnifred come in at bar 73 so record from 1m41s 
All sing with Mrs Brill and Robertson Ay after Mrs Brill says, “How did you get 
them to do it?” Unison singing to end – don’t try to do individual parts: 
“Just, A Spoonful of sugar helps the medicine go down 
The medicine go down-wown 
medicine go down 
Just a spoonful of sugar helps the medicine go down 
In a most delightful (Mary – echo - In a most delightful ) 
In a most delightful way.” 

#26 
Brimstone 
and 
Treacle 
(Part 1) 

MISS 
ANDREW, 
Jane and 
Michael 

Ony Miss Andrew sings. All record from beginning to end. Jane and Michael act 
throughout and M has 1 line of dialogue! Miss Andrew have a nasty-looking bottle 
of medicine and a large spoon! 

#28 Let’s 
Go Fly a 
Kite 

BERT, Mary 

Poppins, Jane, 

Michael,  KITE 

FLYERS, ALL 

Bert, Jane, Michael and Kite Flyers, record from beginning to end.  
If Kite flyers can be holding a simple kite, or picture of a kite, that would be 
fantastic! 
Bert speaks, then sings from the beginning. Kite flyers join singing from 22s: 
 Oh, oh, oh… 
Let's go fly a kite 
Up to the highest height! 
Let's go fly a kite and send it soaring 
Up through the atmosphere 
Up where the air is clear 
Oh, let's go fly a kite! 
Dialogue… 
ALL record from From 1m0s “You can do it – pull one more time!”  

ALL sing  
Ah… 
Let's go fly a kite 
Up to the highest height… 
Oh, let's go… 
Fly a kite! 

Mary Poppins come in – pretending to be flying in with your umbrella at bar 34 
record from 1m0s to end. Sing with all. 

  



#32 Step in 

Time 

SWEEPS 1 – 
Theo 
Sweep2 – Isla 
Sweep 3 – 
Molly 
Sweep 4 – 
Ruby D 
 (1 solo line 
each), 
SWEEPS’ 
FRIENDS - 
Hugo  Chloe  
Evie E  Harper  
Ethan 
BERT, MARY 
POPPINS 

All sweeps 1-4 record from beginning to end. 
Solo lines 
This is a difficult song we haven’t practised  Sweeps - Please just try your best – 
it may be best to speak, rather than sing your lines, be loud and confident, but 
keep carefully in time to the music. Just sing part 1 (not part 2) at bar10 (20s) 
“We may look a motley crew, smudged with tar and grime, but when you need a 
helping hand, try to step in, try to step in, try to step in, just in time.” 
 
Bert, Mary and SWEEPS’ FRIENDS – Hugo, Chloe, Evie E, Harper, Ethan record 
from 1m01s  
Over the roof tops, step in time… 
Over the roof tops, step in time… 
Never need a reason, never need a rhyme… 

Over the roof tops, step in time… 
(Start a small step-kick) 
Kick your knees up, step in time 
Kick your knees up, step in time 
Never need a reason, never need a rhyme 
Kick your knees up, step in time. 
 
MARY SOLO:  
Childhood is a step in time, 
Parenthood’s the same, 
BERT joins in (stay in unison): 
Never miss a chance to get it right, 
Bert: Don’t it seem a perfect crime,  
Don’t it seem a shame,  
Mary and Bert: when the steps aren’t going as smoothly as they might? 
-pause-  

Sweeps 1-4 (continue a small step-kick) 
 
“That’s when we step in, step in time, 
That’s when we step, step… in time. 
Never need a reason, never need a rhyme, 
That’s when we Step in, step in time!” 
 

ALL - sweeps and friends (continue a small step-kick) 
Link your elbows, step in time, 
Link your elbows, step in time, 
Never need a reason, never need a rhyme 
Link your elbows, step in time. 
 
Kick your knees up, step in time 
Kick your knees up, step in time 
Never need a reason, never need a rhyme 
Kick your knees up, step in time.  
 
Oh – step in time, step in time 
Step, step, step, 
step in time, step in time 
Step, step, step in time 
Never need a reason, never need a rhyme… 
Never need a reason, never need a rhyme. 

(try a bigger step-kick from here to the end! ) 
If you, Kick your knees up, kick your knees up, 
Kick your knees up, kick your knees up, 
Step, step, step, step, etc 
Never need a reason if you step in time! 

 

Good luck! Have fun. 

We know recording can be stressful, but when you see the end result, you know it will be worth it! 


